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THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH
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FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK...

Ms. Seema Saini

PRINCIPAL

Work hard in silence, let your success be your noise.

Ms. Vandana Ramavat
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Ms. Lynn Carvalho

Ms. Viju Rajeev

Ms. Sonali Jadhav

Ms. Titiksha Sawant

Ms. Annie Michael

Ms. Parvati Prajapati

Ms. Jayashree Tiadi

Our School has not only carved a niche but also consolidated 

its repertoire for offering a high level of challenge equally 

accompanied by high levels of support. This is visible through 

the prestigious accolades received in terms of academic and 

extracurricular activities across the years which show the 

moments of pride, honour and a steady progress to 

excellence.

N.L. Dalmia High School has been soaring high to success 

which was made possible by the visionaries and our Trustees 

who envisioned this institution as the epitome of education. In 

spite of challenging times, the consistent support of parents 

and students ensured a smooth journey throughout to 

achieve academic excellence. The teachers who are the 

unsung heroes have taken this journey of teaching to a whole 

new level where innovation is a synonym to it.

“The aim of education is the knowledge, not of facts, but of 

values.”—William S. Burroughs

N.L. Dalmia High School since its genesis has offered itself as 

a shell for sheltering and fostering human minds from their 

raw state to mature, empowered innovators and discoverers. 

The School in these years has unlocked a store house of 

creative geniuses and set sail the human spirit anchored by 

strong life values. The School remains committed to and is 

confident of further innovation and reinvigoration, backed by 

a visionary management, dedicated staff and supportive 

parents. The maxim of the School `In Pursuit of Excellence`, 

reflects the faith that education is the process of awakening 

the individual’s potential.

Although the last and present years looked different than any 

prior years, we ensured a memorable, interactive and 

engaging distance and blended learning experience for our 

students.

This pandemic has taught us to live in a dynamic world where 

sorting unseen problems or a new way of doing task as the 

new norms that emerged. The rapid change in the use of 

technology opened new avenues of teaching & learning for 

all of us.

The School has chosen to place itself at the forefront of 

educational development along with fostering values of 

courtesy, consideration and individual responsibility. We 

constantly ensure to create the opportunity for all to succeed 

although a holistic curriculum with interactive and inter 

disciplinary approach for our children to be global citizens, 

who can contribute their fair share to the world immensely.

20th May

18th May

24th May

24th May

23rd May

22nd May

21st May

29th May

30th May

No man can attain freedom from activity by refraining from 

action; nor can he reach perfection by merely refusing to act.
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Bharat Darshan- A virtual  experience

to grade 9. The topics decided were some very popular 

monuments along with lesser explored North Eastern states 

of India. The 220 participants listened with rapt attention as 

their teachers became their travel guides and glided them 

from place to place.
The beautiful monuments of Taj Mahal, Jama Masjid, Qutub 

Minar, Buland Darwaza, Red Fort etc left them spell bound as 

they learnt about its architecture and historical importance. 

The curiosity rose higher as they landed in North Eastern part 

of India and began exploring one state after another. They 

were awe struck to see the beautiful landscapes, 

geographical facts, culture along with important tourist 

destinations. These places are indeed  a paradise for the 

lovers of flora and fauna.
The best take away in this programme was the enthusiasm 

and excitement of students who immensely enjoyed the’ 

Virtual  Domestic Tour’ and were eager to share their 

experiences at the end of the session..A student of grade 6 

Anvay Tripathi even said that he has already told his father to 

take him to some of these places. Some of them were of the 

opinion that they had been abroad many times but now 

would now explore more of incredible India. Indeed it has 

been a fulfilling experience for the students as well as the 

teachers.

To keep the curiosity, alive and ignited among the children of 

grade VII, fun-filled yet educative Summer Activities were 

conducted. “Tell me and I forget, teach me and I remember, 

SECONDARY  SECTION

Online technologies have removed the barriers of time ,cost 

and location from the learning activities and experiences 

available to students. It allows the learners to engage with 

and to learn about authentic things and to explore places 

important to their learning needs.
N.L. Dalmia organized a Virtual Domestic Tour on 17thof 

May as part of Summer activities for its students from grade 6 

“The World is a book and those who do not travel read only 

one page”.     

                                                                       -St.Augustine

Summer Activities

Grade 7

“Curiosity is the wick in the candle of learning.”

                                                            - William Arthur Ward



“The best way of learning about anything is by doing ”

These fun activities covered all subjects right from guessing 

the idioms, vlogging, balancing the book, tuning into the 

energy channels of the body to deriving the value of pi. Be it 

creating ppt’s, experimenting with plants& food or Quiz 

mania, the students participated enthusiastically showing 

innovative skills in the best out of waste using recyclable 

materials.  
These activities helped to ignite new passions, escalate their 

learning&instilla sense of duty towards our nation and the 

planet.

Keeping this in mind Summer activities were designed for 

grade 8which were a blend of academic education and 

enrichment activities.

involve me and I learn.” Learning is a treasure that will follow 

its owner everywhere.It is imperative nowadays that children 

learn the things by doing themselves. And these words of 

Benjamin Franklin stand true where our young minds 

involved themselves in the summer activities as they know 

that these activities will certainly help them grow. An array of 

enriching activities was framed where children took part in 

each activity with much zest and fervor.
The Mission of N. L. Dalmia High School is to provide and 

promote excellence in education to its students who are at a 

crucial transitioning stage of their lives. Some convivial yet 

brainy activities were conducted to enlighten our students of 

Grade VII during the summer break.

Summer Activities Grade 9

SECONDARY  SECTION

The activities began on 3rd May with Mathematics, the 

activity in which was, ‘The Sum of Polygon’s Angles’. This was 

followed on subsequent days with Yoga and Fitness activity 

“Listen To Your Inner Voice and Fitness Fanatics”, ‘Athlection’, 

which was a sports based activity, ‘Balancing the Book’ with 

Music and Dance, Social Science Activity which included 

‘Debate’ and ‘The Map Game’ Challenge, English ‘Phrasal 

Preposition & Figure Of Speech’, Science ‘Red Cabbage 

Experiment’& Comparative study, Art & Craft ‘Rock & Roll’ 

Activity. In between we were also privileged to watch a truly 

motivational movie on the Life of Hellen Keller as part of the 

‘Movie Mania’. Sadly the activities ended on 13th May with 

the Hindi ‘Bujho Toh Jaane’ and Marathi ‘Social Awareness’ 

activities.
Concluding these enjoyable and fun filled activities were two 

well executed Virtual Tours - Domestic and International on
17th and 18th May respectively. Sitting in the comfort of our 

homes we could experience the beauty of these places.

Generally during our summer vacations we travel to different 

destinations, watch movies at the theatre, visit malls etc… but 

this year due to the pandemic still around, we students were 

wondering how we would spend our time effectively. Most of 

us would just laze around playing games on our mobiles or 

laptop, watch movies and would feel lonely and bored 

without any interaction. But then came the good news that 

our school has organized several summer activities. We were 

so excited to see the schedule since it covered all the subjects: 

fitness, art and craft, music and many more. As students we 

were given the option to choose the activities which we 

enjoyed the most and above all it gave us an opportunity to 

work as a team with our teachers and our classmates

Summer Activities Grade 8



"Schools out summers in so let the Fun begin”

The parents also appreciate the school and teachers for 

organising the summer activities and making the summer 

break full of fun and learning for their children during these 

tough times. 

At N.L. Dalmia our teachers ensure that every day is a new 

learning for the students. With that intention in mind some 

very interesting and enriching activities were planned during 

this summer vacation. These fun activities covered all the 

subjects of grade VI. The students willingly participated and 

had a great time. They not only enjoyed these activities but 

also learnt new concepts and have a better understanding of 

the subject. To motivate and appreciate the students, a prize 

distribution ceremony was organised where the students 

received certificates for their efforts.

It's summer -- that time of year when teachers bid farewell to 

students, hoping their gleefully escaping learners don't forget 

everything they've learnt during the school year. It's also the 

time of year when nervous parents take on the challenge of 

keeping their children physically busy and mentally active 

during long summer days. 

Finally, the winners of the summer activities were awarded 

with well-deserved certificates. We appreciate all the teachers 

for taking efforts in organizing these events and making our 

summer vacations worth remembering. 

Aaron Keith Boodle
9 A, 9118

Sometimes the theories of science fail to justify themselves 
and that was exactly what happened when they saw different 
places in the world where there is no gravity. The popular 

Our world is filled with the unique structures that are both 
man-made and natural. These structures have withstood the 
test of time and they continue to leave many awestruck with 
their brilliance. There are many such places but only seven 
have been chosen, which are deemed to be the best.Students 
brushed up their knowledge as the new wonders were 
unraveled for them one after the other virtually. These are 
designated as World Heritage Sites by the UNESCO . 

On 18th May 2021, the students were taken on a Virtual 
International Tour to places – some famous and some 
mysterious. Our endeavor had always been not to 
compromise with their learning experiences. During this trip 
they explored the magnificent ‘Seven Wonders of the world’ 
and apprised themselves with ‘Anti Gravitational places’, 
before delving into the depths of the ‘Mariana Trench’.

Memories of school Educational trips are among the most 
prominent in the formative years, largely because they area 
welcome break from the mundane routine for both students 
and teachers. While their purpose is essentially to educate, 
they can also be a fun bonding  experience for everyone 
involved. It provides them solace and gives them an escape 
route from the tedium of their nerve wrecking and hectic 
schedule of activities and exams. These trips always have a 
major educational element, but the impact of the 
unprecedented times have hit everyone. In these 
circumstances when students are cocooned inside their 
homes, N.L. Dalmia High School took the initiative of taking 
them to virtual tours to provide them with an escape from 
their usual boredom.

“If we were meant to stay in one place, we would have roots 
instead of feet.”     -Rachel Wolchin

WANDERLUST

SECONDARY  SECTION

Summer Activities Grade 6



Mothers Day Celebration

A musical tribute was given to all the mothers by our 
accomplished Abhinav sir. Teachers performed dance and 

The celebration kicked off with a live portrait of Principal 
Ma’am’s mother sketched by our supremely talented 
Chandrasekhar sir. The portrait was highly appreciated and 
left ma’am and everyone overwhelmed. Our respected 
Principal ma’am, introduced us to her mother and shared 
with us how an important role she has played in her life. 
Ma’am credited her mother for everything that she is today. 
With that we also welcomed the mothers of our dear teachers 
who joined in, making the occasion all the more special. It 
was a very different and emotional experience when the 
teachers spoke about their mothers and introduced them, 
leaving everyone teary eyed. Some mothers joined in on 
Zoom from Odhisa and Bhopal as well.

On 9th May, 2021 the secondary teachers of N. L. Dalmia 
High School celebrated Mother’s Day virtually, with a lot of 
emotions as well as zeal. The event was graced by our 
beloved Principal Seema Ma’am. Her presence along with 
her mother made the celebration even more auspicious. Our 
Vice Principal Annie Ma’am, expressed her gratitude to the 
never dying spirit of a mother in Malayalam, Marathi and 
Hindi.

theory of Newton fails here. With bright astonished eyes they 
watched places like Spooky Hill, Cosmos, Hudson Bay, 
Electric Brae etc.The dive into the Mariana Trench fascinated 
them even more when they saw the wonderful creatures 
present in the depths of the ocean.
                                                                    Ms.Samita Paul It was a very special celebration indeed and a successful one 

too. A small tribute for Mothers, the most selfless beings on 
earth. ‘A Mother’ is to be cherished and celebrated every day, 
a special day in the year cannot define her, for she is the very 
reason for our existence.  

sang songs to display their love and affection. Speeches were 
delivered and poems were recited in Marathi, Hindi and 
English, most of which were self-composed. A video with the 
picture of teachers with their mothers left every one tearful 
and nostalgic. 

‘Mother is the most beautiful word on the lips of mankind’

- Khalil Gibran.

SECONDARY  SECTION

NLDHS MUN

" For good ideas and true innovation, you need human 

interaction, conflict argument, debate."

- Margaret Heffernan

NLDHS MUN spanned two days, hosted over 50 delegates 
and was spread across 3 committees. The days were packed 
with lots of discussion, debate and worthy conversations. The 
delegates brought to the table their individual perspectives, 
while respecting the country they have been allotted. 
Witnessing the lively debates was a true delight, as they 
included novel ideas being proposed, claims being 
challenged, allies being supported and resolutions forming. 
The process of watching the delegates of all the 3 committees 
diplomatically tackling global problems as well as current 
issues was enthralling and wholesome. All the 3 committees 
i.e. the UNSC, the CCC and FIFA were successful in solving 
their respective agendas with each of them passing a 
resolution successfully. When one factors in the fact that most 
of the participants were short on experience the entire MUN 
takes on a whole new level of awesomeness.
MUN offered students a brilliant prospect to explore the 
current scenario through the stance of different countries and 
the lens of diplomacy and politics. It gave thema great 
learning opportunity and a chance to hone their oratory 
skills, social skills and helped them learn the art of organising 
an event.



PRAYER SERVICE

“ No life is more than a life surrendered to God”. Teachers of 

N.L Dalmia High School held a ‘Prayer Meet’ on 19th May, 

2021 in the wake of the present testing times during 

pandemic to invoke God’s mercy upon all those who are 

battling Covid virus, bless those with endurance and courage 

who are the true soldiers during the pandemic extending their 

services to the affected, to pay tribute to those who lost their 

lives to the deadly virus and to stand with the bereaved.
The rendition of prayers, hymns, duas, Gurbani and  shlokas 

by the teachers had a powerful and calming impact on all 

leaving everyone emotional yet resolute to stay positive and 

strong while the candles and lamps that were lit spread God's 

blessings and positivity. The moment saw a complete 

surrender to Almighty seeking ‘HIS’ refuge and feeling 

blessed in ‘HIS’ shadow, praying unitedly as it never goes un 

answered, assuring everyone that the Supreme Power will 

always be with us showering us with love, holding our hands 

to safety through the rough water sand healing the world as 

we keep our heads high with a strong belief that God  will 

always  be by our side looking after us .

“Loka Samastha Sukhino Bhavantu". “ Our Saviour , Our 

Lord , we surrender to you and pray to heal the world.” 

The teachers navigated plans and organized Summer 

Activities covering all subjects and grades so that there was 

something for everyone to keep the students engaged and 

entertained during vacations and enhance their learning in a 

more productive way. Appropriate guidelines were given prior 

to the activity.

The Prize Distribution Ceremony commenced with the virtual 

lighting of the ceremonial lamp followed by the Shanti 

Vandana  and address by the School Principal, Mrs Seema 

Saini to the students.
The stream of appreciation poured in from all parents in the 

valuable feedback shared by them.

“There are always new, grander challenges to confront, and 

a true winner will embrace each one.” —Mia Hamm
As rightly pointed out by the quote, N.L .Dalmia High School 

leaves no stone unturned when it comes to the overall 

development of its students.
The pandemic saw the physical activities hunkered down but 

this did not sway the spirit of the Dalmians.  

The students readily got wings to their creativity and crafted 

admirable craft work, made ppt’s,vlogs,and experimented on 

various things. Participation in activities offered to them instill 

right attitude, enthralled the students and brought  joy among 

them.
The Summer activities culminated with the Virtual Prize 

Distribution Ceremony to honour and appreciate the 

achievers. 

The programme concluded with the vote of thanks proposed 

by the Secondary Supervisor, Mrs. Savita Kukreti expressing 

her gratitude and acknowledging everyone for their 

contribution towards making the Virtual Prize Distribution 

Ceremony a successful and a memorable one.
The zeal dwelling in the teachers’ and students’ heart 

sseemed to transform the celebration from virtual to real!

Achievements develop self-esteem and so to applaud and 

embolden the winners, they were awarded e-certificates 

along with their photograph which brought in jubilation and 

surprises for them.

SECONDARY  SECTION

Virtual  Prize Distributing Ceremony



N.L. Dalmia High School once again pulls out all the stops during the unprecedented pandemic situation. The school has 

organized an Overnight Virtual Camp for the students of Primary Section with much enthusiasm and zeal in the month of 

May, 2021. The students were thrilled and exhilarated for the event and had their bags packed, to have a memorable 

camping. The Vice Principal, Ms. Melita Coutinho began the event by welcoming our Principal ma’am, Ms. Seema Saini, 

where she addressed the students with a beautiful message and warmly welcomed all our little ones. The theme for Fashion 

Show was 'Best out of Waste', Halloween, Disney characters, vegetables and flowers. Then we have begun with the first 

competition - Making a Tent – ‘My Home Sweet Home’. The students had to pitch a tent in any part of their house. Later, it 

was time to Beat the Summer Heat. The students had to prepare a healthy drink and a sandwich. Grade III students amazed 

us by showing some magical salad made by pulses. Grade I students decorated the biscuits with some scrumptious toppings. 

Students ensured that they know how important it is to remain healthy during this situation. There was also a dance session 

where some high rhythmic beats were played and the students swayed with the beats and danced their heart out. All the 

students enjoyed their dinner together which was followed by the Master and Miss Camper. Everyone present was asked to 

light a candle and there was a prayer service for the betterment of the world. The next day started with a refreshing workout 

lead by the yoga teacher. The workout was followed by a delicious breakfast. Art activity for each Grade was different such as 

Lollipop Decoration, Mask Decoration, Hat Decoration, and Bottle Decoration. Beautiful and creative work was made by the 

students which were well appreciated by the judges. Understanding that it is important we safeguard our traditions by 

transforming them to new times and new circumstances, this virtual camp helped in focusing to find new and innovative ways 

to aid the holistic development of our students.

Virtual Camp Ranger

Theme – Hawaiian 

“Camping isn’t really a vacation, but it sure makes for good memories.”

PRIMARY SECTION

Grade I

Grade II

Glimpses of Fashion Show – Flower It’s time for some Yoga workout

Students praying for humanity and love Families eating breakfast together



PRIMARY SECTION

Grade III

Grade IV

Students beating the summer heat My ‘Little Home’ in my Sweet Home.

Fashion Show – Halloween Students pitching their own Sweet Home

Grade V

Students displaying their Face Mask. Glimpses of Best out of waste outt



All the activities encouraged healthy lifestyle and developed key physical attributes among the students. Therefore, the school 

has aimed to engage our students to have some fun while practicing any activity from the comfort and safety of their homes 

during summer vacation.

In order to make this summer time more productive and happening for our students, multifaceted activities were formulated 

by N.L. Dalmia High School for the Primary Section.  The summer activities involved all the Sports and Performing arts such 

as Music, Dance, Yoga and Fitness. These activities helped students to ignite a new passion as they prove to be an aid in the 

development of self confidence and self esteem.

Summer Activities

PRIMARY SECTION



Grade V students of N. L Dalmia High School got a great opportunity to collaborate with the Snettisham Primary School, UK, 

for a cultural student exchange program. The topic of the exchange programme was ‘Festivals’ and the event commenced 

with our Vice Principal ma’am welcoming everyone. It was followed by our Principal ma'am addressing the students about the 

significance of such student exchange programme and broadening their perspective towards the culture and tradition of 

other countries across the globe. We showcased the festive attires of the different states and few festivals were displayed 

along with their traditional dance performance by students. Ms. Cerrie Smith introduced herself and the students. As it was 

the month of May, the students explained their traditions about ‘May Day Celebrations’ and displayed beautiful drawings by 

them. Students spoke about their native flowers because May Day is about flowers and the spring time followed by other 

students reciting a beautiful poem. The ‘May Flower Crown’ was presented to a student who excelled during the term. There 

was a small prayer service followed by a short interactive session amongst the students of both the schools wherein students 

asked each other questions related to the festivals. The event proved to be an enriching lifetime experience for the students 

and teachers of both the schools.

Grade V

India meets U.K.

Students' Cultural Exchange Programme

PRIMARY SECTION

Grade I to V

Digital Assembly

The students of Primary section conducted Digital Assembly on 11th June 2021. The topic for Grade I and III was ‘Sincerity.’ 

Grade II conducted on the topic ‘Respect.’ Students of Grade IV and V organized on ‘Go Green.’ Assemblies contribute 

greatly to the community culture of our school and pass on positive values. The assembly started with prayer followed by the 

following activities – Thought for the day, News headlines, Story time, Amazing facts, Poem recitation, importance of the day 

and Talent Round. This encouraged students to unearth and unleash their hidden talents and oratory skills. 



PRIMARY SECTION

Grade I to V

Train Your Buddy

Grade I to V 

World Environment Day

Train your buddy is a unique activity organized by the school 

that covers areas like poetry, singing, painting, music, acting, 

dancing, story-telling, science experiments, math concepts 

and computer skills. The primary students of Grade I to V 

participated in various activities showing linguistic skills, 

conserving nature, best out of waste, wardrobe makeover, 

jewellery designer and junior chef.  Train your buddy is a 

digital platform created for the students that gives them 

enormous opportunities to showcase their talent. It focuses 

on creating opportunities for collaboration and learning 

together.

World Environment Day was celebrated not only by the 
students of N.L. Dalmia High School but also by the teachers 
of Primary section with great enthusiasm. The main purpose 
of the celebration was to spread awareness about the need 
to protect the environment and the ways to do it. To adopt 
green ways of life the students participated in the Best out of 
Waste activity where they said NO to the use of plastic and 
made wonderful decorative items. Mono-acts were 
presented depicting the plight of environment caused by 
pollution. The activities implored each student to get closer 
to the nature, to appreciate its beauty and its importance, 
and to take forward the call to protect the Earth that we 
share. This event proved that, by making simple 
modifications in our everyday life, we can all contribute to 
the cause of environment protection



PRIMARY SECTION

Grade III, IV and V

World Oceans Day 

The Ocean is the heart of our planet.

The Primary Section of N. L. Dalmia High School celebrated 

World Oceans Day on 8th June, 2021 to spread awareness 

about the impact of human actions on the oceans. Students 

highlighted on preservation of marine lives and the 

importance of reducing the amount of plastics and waste 

found in the oceans. Students were engaged in plethora of 

activities; they dressed up to the attire of marine creature 

and spoke about oceanic creatures to bring awareness 

amongst the students. Students made beautiful posters to 

spread awareness. World Oceans Day empowered the 

students not only to nurture their talents and build their 

confidence but also to create awareness on the plight of 

oceans and the need to protect it.

Grade I

Story Telling Competition

It is stories that give wings to our imagination and takes us 

to places beyond the boundaries of our physical world and 

into the land of fairies, dragons and wishing trees. To keep 

the tradition going and to incite curiosity and love of reading 

in children, a Story Telling Competition was held for Grade I 

students of N. L. Dalmia High School on 14th June 

2021.The young story tellers enthusiastically participated in 

the competition with great zeal. They expressed moral based 

stories and tales, with a variety of props, making it more 

interesting for the listeners and a great learning experience 

for the students. The competition was judged on the basis of 

expression, confidence and presentation skill of the students. 

The young storytellers moved everyone’s heart and were 

applauded profoundly

Virtual - Experiential Learning

Journey of our Virtual Learning at N. L. Dalmia High School

Grade II students were taught the concept of ascending and descending in a unique way by using the cut outs of different 

animals like bear, panda etc. Students enjoyed the activity and learnt the concept in a fun way with the help of the activity. 

This helped the students to gain knowledge as well as creativity.
Grade III students learnt about the process of breathing i.e., inhalation and exhalation through an activity wherein they 

created a model of the Respiratory System. They used straws, balloons or polythene bags, paper cut outs of eyes, nose and 

lungs. Through a step-by-step demonstration by the teacher, students created the model of the respiratory system and this 

helped the students to learn the names of the important organs of the respiratory system and understand their functions. 
Grade IV students were exposed to the concept of Human Tooth through a hands-on activity where they learnt about the 4 

layers of a tooth and its importance, with the help of dough or colourful clay. Students unconsciously gained knowledge 

about the names and functions of each layer of tooth through this activity. This online teaching enabled students to collect, 

know and analyze information of the past in the subject Social Studies. Students displayed and spoke about the artefacts 

available at home. This unique experience gave insight into our original culture and traditions. Online teaching has a wide 

N.L Dalmia High School values grit, rigor and creativity in preparing students to attain holistic development. In Primary the 

students are engaged in the class in kinesthetic and experiential learning, hands on experience, where students carried out 

physical activities rather than mere attending a lecture.



PRIMARY SECTION

spread perspective which requires continuous research and up gradation. The teaching fraternity of N. L. Dalmia High School 

with the wholehearted support of the Management is continuously engaged in exploring new methods and avenues to 

upgrade the online teaching sessions so as to engage the students in productive, effective and constructive learning. The 

journey continues.

Fun with Marathi 

Grade IV students learnt about the Singular and Plural Nouns with the real life examples. This fun filled activity enabled 

students to know the difference between singular and plural nouns. Students grasped the idea of one and many. Students 

actively participated in the activity with the materials available at home. Students used fruits, vegetables, stationery materials, 

balloons, coins and toys to explain the concept. Therefore, this activity enhanced the learning process of the students with fun. 



 Do what is right…..Not what is easy.

Spot 5 differences.

Join the dots and colour the picture.

Colour the Picture 

    Match the fruits with their shadows.

PRE-PRIMARY SECTION



It will be interesting for the parent and the child to get to know each other with this simple funboard game. 

Roll the dice, move the token and answer the questions accordingly and have loads of fun 

in discovering each other.!!

PRE-PRIMARY SECTION



SCHOOL UPDATES

At the end of every session there was a question answer 

session followed by a vote of thanks proposed by the Core 

committee members.

The session began with Mr. Girish Dalvi,an educator, artist & 

counsellor, from Nrityanajal Group whose  key focus was on 

Emotional Intelligence and using technology in Teaching. Ms 

Prakriti Srivastava, an author and resource person at Oxford 

University Press, highlighted on activity-based teaching-

learning and thinking skills. Ms. Sheetal Solanki, a master 

academic trainer, spoke on Team management and ways of 

conducting impactful circle time from Pearson publication. 

Behavioural issues of children with live examples and child 

development was discussed by Mrs. Satinder Kaur, a 

freelance facilitator, from Sarswati Publication.

Keeping this in mind, the School in its constant endeavour to 

strengthen the teaching-learning process, took an initiative to 

provide professional development to the teachers to upgrade 

their knowledge and skills through teacher training 

programmes.

In house Entab training was also conducted to equip the 

teachers with the latest technologies and help in keeping a 

track of daily school activities and hence fulfilling their goals 

and aspirations. 

A five-day teachers’ training session from 1st June to 5nd 

June was organised by the school in collaboration with the 

publishers. Eminent resource persons were invited to take the 

session on varied topics.

The training sessions were elucidative, insightful and 

interactive which made all the teachers involved in all the 

activities.

3. Day 3-(3rd June): How to conduct impactful circle time and 

Team Management by Ms. Sheetal Solanki, Entab Training for 

Primary

2. Day 2-(2nd June)-Thinking Skills: Critical and Analytical 

Thinking   Skills, Creativity and Divergent Thinking Skills and 

Activity-based teaching/learning by Prakriti Shivastava, Entab 

Training for Secondary

1. Day 1-(1st June) Emotional Intelligence and Using 

Technology in Teaching by Mr Girish Dalvi, Entab Training for 

ISC

Series Film Production, 3D Animation, Communication 

Design etc. of workshops on Basics of Visual Storytelling, 

Basics of Editing, Stop Motion Animation and Basics of 

Cinematography. Students attended all 4 workshops were 

able to create their Individual Portfolio each participant have 

been awarded with Certificate of Participation.

• 23rd & 30th May, 2021- 4, 2 ka 1 Workshop Series 

organised by DICE Vancouver Film School of Entertainment 

Arts! 4 Workshops, 1 weekend and 1 Portfolio.

4. Day 4-(4th June) Behavioural issues of Children and Child 

Development by Satindar Kaur, Entab Training for Pre-

primary

DICE Vancouver Film School of Entertainment Arts (DICE- 

VFS) Mumbai, organised workshop series exclusively for 

students of N L Dalmia High School to make their career in 

Film School of Entertainment Arts! 4, 2 ka 1 Workshop 

5. Day 5- Dept Induction & Environment Day Celebration

l Weeklong Virtual Training Session for the Teachers 

“There is no end to education. It is not that you read a book, 

pass an examination, and finish with education. The whole 

of life, from the moment you are born to the moment you die,

 is a process of learning.” 

                                                             – Jiddu Krishnamurti.
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• 29/5/2021- UCMAS Online Challenge 2021-2022 

Conducted by UCMAS - Malaysia (Online): Since inception in 

1993, it is always a big dream of UCMAS to give all global
learners an opportunity to pit their powerful mental 

calculation skills in speed and precision against each other 

on a digital platform. This Online Challenge will gather 

global challengers from around the world to push their limits 

& to vie for top honours. UCMAS Online Challenge is a 

whole new exciting online challenge, which brings the 

physical competition in front of your laptops or desktop 

computers to compete with the world. All participants shall be 

ranked in the World Score Chart. This competition Was 

conducted for 3 categories – Visual, Marathon and Flash 

competition. 7 students participated and the International 

achievers are -

ü14th May- Std 3-5: Course name-Learning to code game, 
No of students attended-34

ü15th May, Course name-Artificial Intelligence Std 8-9,No of 
students attended-25

ü15th May-17thMay , Course name-Mobile App & Game 
development Std 6-7, No of students attended-47

ü21st  May-Course name-Python & Data Visualisation- Std 
10-12,, No of students attended-24

We have been organizing Universities Presentation for 
Students of class IX to XII to give them the exposure to various 
courses and career options not only within the country but 
also internationally. This year too, this virtual fair was focused 
on career options and the application process to get 
admission at the Top Universities of the world. The 
International Knowledge Center was conceived and created 
by Gen Next Education, Inc. as a representative office for 
accredited, international universities interested in engaging 
the Indian Higher Education ecosystem. We believe that it is 
becoming increasingly important to have a set of skills and 
competencies that will make you a global citizen. And getting 
an International education is an excellent way to prepare you 
to function effectively in this global economy. Whether you 
spend a few weeks or several years studying abroad, the 
experience will change you and the way you think. It also 
highlighted the changing trends in student selection at the 
best universities of the world. Interested students had an 
opportunity to have one to one interaction with delegates and 
representatives of the leading International Universities - 
George Mason University – USA, Huron University – Canada, 
Marian University – USA, Northern Kentucky University – 
USA, Ohio University – USA, San Jose State University – USA, 

• 10th June, 2021-Study Aboard–College fair Understanding 
entrepreneurship and startup culture (Virtual career fair of 
International Universities by International Knowledge Centre 
and Gen Next Education) for Grade 9 to 12).
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•  - Our Online Hobby and Summer Course Programme
world is changing at a rapid rate and we have seen that the 
skills today might not be effective for the careers or jobs of 
tomorrow. It is our responsibility, that our children should 
ready for the challenges of the 21st century. To this effect, our 
school has tied up with Curiosity Gym Pvt Ltd  to offer short 
term (2 week courses) to students of Std 3 to 11 across 
various subjects this summer break. Curiosity Gym is one of 
the leading providers of experiential learning across STEAM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) in 
the country. In order to give students an understanding of 
what will be covered in the courses, Curiosity Gym SESSION 
ON SUMMER COURSES on the topics include Learning to 
code games, Mobile App & Game Development, Artificial 
Intelligence & Python & Data Visualisation for the students of 
grade 3rd to 12th.
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Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore – Italy, University of 
Arizona – USA, University of Guelph – Canada, University of 
Maryland, Baltimore County – USA, University of Sheffield – 
UK, University of Wyoming - USA  and West Virginia 
University – USA. 

Maharashtra Nature Park Society organised Poster Making 

Competition on the occasion of International Biological 

Diversity Day, 22nd May 2021.  The theme was "We are part 

of the solutions for nature" for the Age group of 3 to 5 year, 5 

to 10 year, 10 to 18 year and Above 18 years. 32 students 

from PP to grade 9 participated. The winners are (3 to 5 year)

ü  Annorah Viegas–Sr. Kg - C
ü  Rinayara Semlani Jr Kg - J

• 15th May 2021- Maharashtra Nature Park Society - Poster 

Making Competition 2021–

ü  Aishani Tandon-Garde 1/F

16 to 30 May 2021-e-Sanskar Vatika– a summer 

programme was organized by Geeta Pariwar. It’s a Pan-India 

organization working for inculcating value education and all 

round development of children from last 35 years. Apart 

from other activities like training of yoga, pranayam, 

suryanamskar, mountaineering, theatre, classical dance etc, 

they have been organising residential and non-residential 

camps for students. All these are purely non-profit activities 

executed through thousands of dedicated volunteers across 

India. Under this programme they engage with children each 

day through 7 videos of 5 to 10 minutes each. Our students 

from pre-primary to grade 9 participated and engaged in 

simple activities which developed family bonding, creativity, 

communication skills etc. It was really wonderful and students 

learnt new creative activities, new yogas, life skill activities, 

Value based stories etc . 

Children got the opportunity to win 100 prizes every day 

along with programs like stories, yogasana, science 

experiment, magic, craft, Mahishasuramardini Stotra, Quiz 

etc. Quiz winners are - , , Daksha Nanda Kashvi Tej Rawat

Priyanshi R. Ramola Amogh Agrawal Aarav Alley,  and  etc. 

Global Toppers - Innovators Suit (participated)

ü Harshit sinh Jadeja, Grade VIII, School Topper-Group II

Tanishka Mehta, Grade IX (Global Topper-Winner Group III)
• Innovation Olympiad - Imagination – 2021

• Global Toppers - The Impact Express, Extempore
ü Tanishka Mehta- School Topper-Group III

Angel Eva D'souza-, Grade X, School Topper, Group III 

International Innovation Summit-2021 was organized by Zink 
Learning, Gurgaon. The three days’ program provided an 
opportunity for students to explore & learn with participants 
from 30 different countries. The various interactive sessions 
and activity were conducted like live sessions to learn about 
Innovation, Problem Solving and Self Confidence, innovation 
e-guide, Innovation-Olympiad, Idea Contest and other 
unlimited fun learning future-skills to innovate, beyond the 
ordinary and introduce them to an ‘Extra-Ordinary’ world of 
Innovation etc. Winners have been awarded with 
International Medals and Certificates.
• Winner Innovator Idea Contest 

• 21st May to 23rd May 2021- Imagination- International 
Innovation Summit
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Our school has registered for USO, India and participated in 
various activities & competition organised by them such as 
Ganga Quest 2021, National IQ Test, My Immune Booster 
Recipe, World Environment day, Global Day of Parents etc. 

and have been involved in enhancing the basic educational 
standard among schools in India, through the empowerment 
of students and educators, advance the social, cultural, and 
moral standards of school teachers and students across India 
to global standards. 
To create global citizens by providing students and teachers 
alike, avenues to explore their potential beyond academics.  
The exposure thus received shall help them compete in this 
global environment.

• We had a  'Book Reading Competition'  successful last year
with close to 500 students participating from across India. A 
lot of them have  from this competition both benefited
knowledge wise academically. and some of them even 

ü 31 May 2021 - No Tobacco Day Lecture: Tobacco-Health 
Hazards & Cessation by Dr. Subita Patil (Tata Memorial 
Centre, Mumbai). Popular Science Lecture, Poem writing 
contest, Slogan Writing contest and Quiz

• , is one of the United Schools Organisation of India (USO)
oldest non-governmental organisations in India since 1951 

• 29/5- International HOTS Olympiad 2021 – Season 2 
was conducted by WizKlub. 110 students participated from 
grade 1 to 10. 

• Book Reading Competition ‘2021’was organised by 
WLARET’S.  

• Nehru science center activities for the moth -

•   Junior CEO Junior Entrepreneurship Challenge-
programme oraginsed by IIT Delhi 10-day Junior CEO 
program was organised from Clever Harvey to Learn 
entrepreneurship, business strategy and how to prepare an 
investor pitch. 

ü Fact for the DID YOU KNOW/FACT Series based on 
ASTRONOM, as the scientists and researchers are saying 
that MARS can be the new EARTH

• The CSMVS Children's Museum Contest 2021 was 
conducted by Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastu 
Sangrahalaya (CSMVS), Mumbai. The theme was 'The world 
through my eyes', and children upto age 16 participated. 

ü 5 June 2021- Environment Day through following 
programs. Lecture by Dr. Bittu Sahgal on topic Naturally 
Mumbai. This year, 5th June, on the occasion of World 
Environment Day, United Nations is launching UN Decade 
on Ecosystem Restoration, a 10-year push to halt and 
reverse the decline of the natural world.

ü Lecture on topic Future of Museum: Recover & Reimagine

ü 26 May 2021 - Live Facebook of e observation of Super 
Moon 

N. L. Dalmia High School, Mira Road (E), Tel. : 2845 3737 / 4299 0000   www.nldalmia.co.in
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SMUN 2021 was organised by Bombay Scottish. It was a 2-

days event. 9 students from grades 8,9,10,11 participated. 
There were a total of 70 Delegates from all over Mumbai. 

The following students have been awarded with special/vocal 

mention.
ü Anushka Singh

l 12th and 13th June, 2021 Bombay Scottish SMUN –

ü Bhargav received 
ü Medhansh Iyer
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